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Chairman Ramblings- By Rick Smiley
Happy New Year! I am so
looking forward to a new
year after most of 2020 on
lock down of one kind or
another. We are finally
seeing the light at the end
of the tunnel. Speaking of
the New Year, we have a
new Vice-Chairman:
welcome, Seth Paulsen. No
pressure Seth, trust me.
The NCRS board has
extended the online
Judging School through
April 30. If I am reading the
tea leaves correctly, the
Arizona regional in May will
take place. What an event
this will be! The first
Regional since April of
2020. Mark your calendars
for this one! Closer to
home will be the Heartland
Regional in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa in June. I am sure I
feel like the rest of you, it
is time to get on the road
Midway USA Tune Up
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Happy New Year!
January’s Virtual Meeting
January 9, 2021
Note: Time 11:00 am

and reconnect with our
friends.
As for our Chapter, we have
five cars lined up for
judging once we can start
gathering safely. I am sure
our Judging Chairman has a
few judging schools and
tech sessions prepared. Do
you get the sense I am
anxious to get back
together?
I cannot THANK Dale Green
and his support staff (John
Jones and Mike Rowley)
enough for taking the time
to set up our monthly
meetings. It is great to see
all the faces and be able to
talk to each other and
discuss our projects. But it
still does not take the place
of our regular meetings and
Attitude Adjustment Night!!
I have talked to Jonathan at

Davis Moore about a meeting
room for when we can return
to Davis-Moore Chevrolet and
they have one we can use. It
is the old internet room,
center glass wall on the east
end of the showroom. Mike
Rowley, Dale Green and I
scoped out the room awhile
back and we believe it will
work.
PLEASE REMEMBER
STARTING TIME FOR OUR
JANUARY 9TH MEETING
HAS BEEN CHANGED TO
11 am.
Bring on 2021!
Please everyone stay healthy
and safe.
Rick Smiley
Chairman of the very
“BORED”

New VII Regional Director– Harry Ledgerwood

Corvette Today #36 - Learn about the NCRS with
Region VII Director Harry Ledgerwood.
Have you heard of the National Corvette Restorer's
Society? If you haven't or if you've considered
joining the NCRS, be sure to listen to this podcast.
Steve Garrett sits down with Harry Ledgerwood
from the Kansas City Chapter of the NCRS. Harry
was recently elected as the Midwest Regional
Director for the NCRS.
This podcast introduces you to the National
Corvette Restorer's Society, tells you what they're
all about, and why it's important to join. It's a fun
and informative CORVETTE TODAY podcast.

https://anchor.fm/steve-garrett/episodes/
CORVETTE-TODAY-36---Learn-About-The-NCRS-withHarry-Ledgerwood-emikf7
For more of Steve Garrett's Corvette Today
Podcasts with interviews of many key influential
Corvette individuals, go to the website at
CorvetteTodayPodcast.com. There you will find
many interesting interviews with many individuals
who have influenced the Corvette Hobby in
different ways.
Did You Know?

Did You
Know?

Midway USA Tune Up

(National & Local)
NCRS web site http://www.ncrs.org
then click on the Events link.

Or click the underline link for registration
then enter your NCRS Forum credentials
then click the event to register

2021
Jan 9
Jan 9
Feb 6
Feb 13
Feb 18-20
Mar 13
Apr 10
May 8
May 13-16
Jun 5

Hear of Ohio Virtual Judging School
Chapter Meeting 11: 00 am
Heart of Ohio Virtual Judging School
Chapter Meeting
Florida Regional — Lakeland, FL Cancelled
Chapter Meeting
Chapter Meeting
Chapter Meeting
Arizona Regional — Scottsdale, AZ
Midway USA Annual Car Show ?????
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Unlike past “all-new” models which had carryover
engines and drivelines, the _________ Corvette had a
completely new engine driving a rear transaxle, a
Corvette first. Virtually all ______________,
_____________ and ____________ _____________ were
redesigned for this vehicle.

(Answer on Page 9)

NCRS Events Calendar

Midway USA Chapter Banner
10” x 20” is $8.00 13¼ “x 23½” is $11.00
2’ x 5’ is $45.00 Prices good with $25 min
order. Prices include tax.
X-Press Signs & Graphics
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Midway USA Name Tag
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2429 W Douglas Ave (316) 942-5426
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Judging Chairman - January 2021 Counterfeit Confusion
A recent NCRS Technical Discussion Board thread concerning DATE re-stamping on a brake
master cylinder provides genesis for this article. Thread was locked shortly after posting, but
indicates to me confusion about what is/is not counterfeiting.
Most of us are (should be) familiar with NCRS Judging Reference Manual’s (JRM), front-of-thebook, “Owner’s Advisory”. “Owner Advisory” describes Purpose of judging awards, what an
Award represents, how to prepare for judging, point system, disagreements process,
disqualification, etc., etc…. … and Counterfeit vs Restoration of cars. (Similar language is also
in the “Judges Advisory”.)
I believe, Owner Advisory first appeared in JRM #6 (1999), and is essentially a copy of Roy
Sinor’s (National Judging Chairman) Spring 1998 Restorer article. Compared to our current JRM
#8, nothing has changed since 1998 definition wise. Impact wise, much has changed. Extract
from 1998 Restorer article follows:

Definitions of Counterfeit vs. Restoration
NCRS does not consider the restoration or replacement of components as counterfeit as
long as the intent is to re- store the car to its former or original state as it left the
factory.
To make this perfectly clear, read the following definitions from Webster’s Dictionary and
the accompanying examples.

RESTORE: "To renew; to put back into existence or bring back to a former or original
state."
For instance, the following examples represent restorations and are not considered
counterfeiting:
Repainting an original black Corvette with black lacquer paint.
Installing accurately reproduced black vinyl seat covers in a car that left the factory with
a standard black interior.
Stamping a 435 HP block to conform to the date/serial number of the original 435 HP
Corvette in which it is to be installed.
COUNTERFEIT: "To make an imitation of something else with the intent to deceive or
defraud."
(Continued on Page 4)
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Judging Chairman - January 2021 Counterfeit Confusion (Continued)
(Continued from Page 3)

For instance, the following would be examples of counterfeiting:
Repainting an original blue car red and changing the trim tag to make red appear to be
the original color.
Installing a red interior in a car that left the factory with a blue interior and changing the
trim tag to make red appear to be the original color interior.

Replacing the engine of an original small block Corvette with a big block and stamping
numbers on it make it appear to be an original big block engine.
Replacing the carburetor on an engine with a fuel injection unit and stamping the numbers and suffix code on the block to make it appear to be original.
As early as 1985, concerns were voiced in Restorer on counterfeit Mid-Year Trim Tags. By
1998/1999 we see JRM definitions of counterfeit vs restored cars. Ramifications (1999) for a missing or counterfeit Trim Tag were - a car was judged as an Altered Car (Section 12 in JRM #6). That
is, Exterior Color 100% deduction, Engine case 350 points (Standard Deduction Guideline #1), etc.
At that time (1999) Trim Tags were being judged by the Exterior team.

I do not have a copy of JRM #7, but older Corvette Technical Information Manual and Judging
Guides from around 2007 now have Trim Tags judged by the Team Leader. At that time, if the
Team Leader determined that the trim tag was not original to the car, the highest award earned
by that vehicle would be Second Flight - regardless of a higher numeric score. No mention of
missing tags, so presumably those cars were not being judged.
JRM #8 (published 2010 - our current Judging Reference Manual) imposed new restrictions/
penalties on counterfeit cars and owners. Team Leaders continue to be responsible for verifying
Trim Tag authenticity. However, once identified, a car would be “branded” counterfeit and
permanently recorded in NCRS’ award database. Owners/restorers presenting such cars for
judging will be suspended from further judging activities. Subject to review by the National
Judging Chairman and NCRS President, an individual’s suspension can be lifted.
Subsequently, it became common practice to let an owner “withdraw” a car from judging
when a counterfeit Trim Tag was discovered. Winter 2015, Restorer Volume 41 #3 National
Judging Chairman’s article now requires Team Leaders to terminate judging and brand that car as
counterfeit in NCRS’ database - NO LONGER CAN A CAR BE WITHDRAWN FROM JUDGING.
So…. Long way ‘round to re-stamping dates on Master Cylinders. Member started a thread
indicating another member had requested font and position information in order to restore a
master cylinder. Member stated he would never “ … help someone counterfeit a car…”. Let’s
discuss.
Ok, so if you can re-stamp an engine block (i.a.w. above JRM criteria) how does re-stamping a
date on a master cylinder become counterfeiting? Well, it doesn’t. Restoration efforts are
directed towards restoring & replacing components back to their original state. Did the car come
with a master cylinder? Yup! We just made one master cylinder appear (date) like what was
originally on the car – restoration.
(Continued on Page 5)
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Judging Chairman - January 2021 Counterfeit Confusion (Continued)
(Continued from Page 4)

Small block into Big Block and stamping that Big Block to make it appear as if it were original that’s counterfeiting. Painting a car a different color and changing a Trim Tag to make that new
color appear to be original - that’s counterfeiting.
You can certainly come up with “is it restoration or is it counterfeiting?” scenarios that can
make your head hurt (or at least your judging chairman’s head). If you find yourself in that
situation, or you’re thinking about putting yourself in that situation, then the ONLY opinion that
counts is your National Team Leader. Contact them (inside front cover of Restorer Magazine) if
you have a “maybe it is or maybe it isn’t” question.
Happy New Year
Dave Houlihan

Judging Chairman January 2021: New Judging Reference Manual - JRM #9

In the Spring and Fall Restorer Magazine, David Brigham summarized major changes to our
judging process since JRM #8 was published (2010). Both Spring and Fall National Judging
Chairman (NJC) columns noted an update to JRM #8 was in process. While #9 was expected
to be published by year end 2020, I expect it, along with the rest of the world, has been
delayed by Covid-19.
Interim JRM updates are announced in our National Judging Chairman’s articles in
quarterly Restorer Magazine issues. Major changes generate new Standard Deduction
Guideline summary sheets (noted by changing paper colors) and updates to our paint/
fiberglass, Concours, etc. flow charts. Expect our new JRM to incorporate these items plus
some new changes? ….
NCRS has had nine National Judging Chairmen since Charles Saganek was appointed in
1974. Restorer has always been their communication vehicle, but until Roy Sinor’s
appointment in 1996 members never had a consistent NJC column. Our current National
Judging Chairman, David Brigham, has continued this practice. Changes announced in
Restorer get subsequent follow-up in Regional/National schools.
As a side note: I have copies of JRM #6 (and #8) and I believe I am going to get access to
#4. If you have an older edition JRM, I would like to borrow it for a while. Glancing through
these old Restorers and JRM its enlightening to see how much has changed. Nolan Adams’s
1979 article suggesting it might be a good idea if NCRS had consistent judging criteria. Keith
Kibbe’s announcement of NCRS Boards approval of a revamped judging system (matrix
judging) in 1982. 1985’s announcement of Performance Verification (PV) and voicing
concern over counterfeit Trim Tags on Mid-Year Corvettes. (2002 publication of
Authentication Library 1963-1967 Trim Tags)
Happy New Year
Dave Houlihan
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Bim Heineman’s 1972 Black on Black Corvette
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Bim Heineman’s 1972 Black on Black Corvette

Pictures of Bim Heineman’s 1972
Black on Black Corvette. Bim introduced
our club in the December 2020
meeting. Unfortunately, I didn’t get a
transcript of his story.
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Bim Heineman’s 1972 Black on Black Corvette
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Swap-N-Shop For Sale

Swap-N-Shop For Sale (Continued)

FOR SALE:

Like NEW C6 Grand Sport Factory Rims
Front (18x9.5) & Back (19x12) $800 firm
Dave Funston
(316) 655-1666

Gas Tank Anti-Squeak Pads for C2/C3 - Thick
like factory originals, 2 inches wide Pair $25.00
delivered. Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125

1968 Only Wheel (1) K18 5 13 AG—$150,
(4)K17 12 20 AG—$600 set,
and (4) AG stamp only—$550 set.
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125

Set of 5 1963/64 Wheels - $1,800 set
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125

Set of 4 NOS Valve Stem Extensions for ‘68-’73
PO1 and PO2 Hubcaps $175 per set (shipped to
lower 48 states ) Call Dallas Keller
(316) 200-4125

4 Stanchions
$125.00 Firm
Dave Dennis
(316) 650-0152

1 Gallon of DuPont Lucite Acrylic Lacquer
Paint. DuPont Code 2930L
1959 Corvette Crown Sapphire Turquoise
1 full gallon - Mixed on 10/07/1982
$250.00
Kent - (316) 393-2192
Did you Know Answer

Bowtie Breast Cancer
Awareness Pins

(Continued from Page 2)

Unlike past “all-new” models which had
carryover engines and drivelines, the 1997
Corvette had a completely new engine driving
a rear transaxle, a Corvette first. Virtually all
interior, exterior and suspension components
were redesigned for this vehicle.

$5.00 each

Did You
Know?
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Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared by Jim Coote, Secretary

The December 2020 monthly meeting was held on the 12th, and called to order at 9:26 A.M. by
our chapter Chairman, Rick Smiley. (Notice that Rick started the meeting 4 minutes before it was
scheduled to begin!) There were 22 in virtual attendance according to my visual count.
Old Business:
Rick opened the meeting by welcoming us all, with a special welcome for those from out of town,
which included Gene Holtz from Oklahoma, Michael Harrington from Florida, John Hecker from
Kansas City, Craig Stephan and Brad Hillhouse from Nebraska and Stan Shield from Kansas, but
way out in Montezuma, KS. You do know, don’t you Rick, that none of these out of towners
exerted any more effort to attend this meeting than the rest of your audience! It was virtual!
No driving. Just roll out of bed and get a cup of caffeine and walk to the computer. No big
deal, but it was nice to see their smiling faces.
Dallas Keller, our old and soon to be our re-newed treasurer, was up next with his report on our
financial stability, which is to say, we have $3,493.18 in checking, $25 in petty cash and our
savings of $100. He has deposited 3 individual’s dues since last meeting which will be paying
for 2022 since last meeting we decided that 2021 would be free since 2020 had very little
activity associated with it. Kinda like the rest of our lives due to the Covid thing. Dallas
wrote checks for name tags and ribbons trying to clean-up expenses for 2020 so that his
reports for NCRS and the State would be current and accurate. No wonder he got a unanimous
vote to stick it out for another year. Or was it Kerri who really got the vote?
Since Harry Ledgerwood is the newly elected Representative for Region VII, we are expecting him
to join our club soon. Guess he is waiting until he takes office which isn’t until January 1.
Should we tell him that there are no dues for next year? Let’s tell him after Dallas deposits it,
then we can feel richer for a year. One of the other candidates for the position, Joe
SantaMaria from Texas, joined our club earlier in the year so the heat should be on for Harry!
After the vote was taken for next year’s board, Rick congratulated Seth Paulsen for yielding to
Dave Houlihan’s arm twisting. According to Dave though, Seth was more than willing to get
more involved in the club he recently joined. Hope that attitude will spread throughout our
members as we could use some more Seths! We all thank you Seth and believe you will enjoy
your new assignment, I mean your recent volunteering.
New Business:

We had a lengthy discussion on where we will be able to meet next year when restrictions are
lessened since Davis-Moore Chevrolet has done some remodeling, including the room we used
to meet in. It appears that they don’t have a room large enough for our group without interrupting their business. Bim Heineman was going to check into the building he works in
downtown and there was at least one other possibility that was going to be investigated. At
the rate the virus is expanding and the time it will take for all to get the vaccine, I suspect we
have time to find a location. As Dallas pointed out, we want to be careful and not loose
Davis-Moore’s support, but on the other hand, if they can’t border us, we don’t have any other
choice. Besides, they need us as Rick and Roy purchase vehicles from them and Big Al would
suffer.
Dave Houlihan was next on the docket for his report that he somehow gleans off the internet.
Same old story: Florida Regional scheduled for February has been cancelled due to 2 week
quarantine after being in the State imposed by other States; Barrett Jackson postponed their
auction until March, 2021; National Board will be meeting in a few weeks, hopefully they will
extend the virtual Judging Schools which now expire in January. For now, Dave, Rick and
probably a few others from our club are counting on attending Frisco’s Regional in October
next year. Possibly the new vaccine will free things up by then for those who plan
that far in advance. Oh, to be young again!
(Continued on Page 12)
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Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Jim Coote, Secretary

(Continued from Page 11)
Hopefully we still have 5 individuals wanting to run their cars through our Judging Events
whenever they start up again. Dave suggests that we do one a month because of time restraints due to our usual monthly meeting, a Judging School and a shortage of Judges.
Besides, it “eats” into his lunch hour!
Rick congratulated Kerri for her great Newsletter last month. It was packed with good material.
Kerri thanked him and said how much she appreciated those who submitted articles lately.
But then she added, please keep them coming! It makes the Newsletter easier for her and
more interesting for all of us readers.
Dale Green, our Membership Manager and Administrator, mentioned that when Bim Heineman
submitted his request to join the club he also sent along some pictures of his 1972 Black on
Black Corvette. Dale had all the pictures on his computer and asked Bim to tell us about his
car as the pictures were shown. It is a nice looking car and the session was the next best
thing to seeing it in person. Bim is anxious for the club to judge it so that he can see if there
are any areas that he should work on to meet whichever class he chooses to be in. Brad, did
you see how Dale showed the pictures while Bim talked? I’m sure Dale can show you the
“share” button on your computer if you haven’t found it yet!
After the session with Bim, Dale invited the Kellers to tell us about their 1970-454 Green roadster
which was also on Dale’s computer screen. The pic that Dale had was of the body on a
rotisserie but Dallas said the body and frame are once again together. It looked great and
knowing the Kellers it will soon look even greater.
Dale was full of pictures, so he continued with a pic of his C7 in Davis-Moore’s repair area. I have
always been impressed how much enjoyment Dale gets out of his Vettes, but taking a picture
before he leaves it in another person’s care? Come on Dale, surely Davis-Moore has worked on
other people’s vehicles that carry more weight than you and me! Well, at least more than
me! While looking at Dale’s vehicle in D-M’s shop, he pointed out a C4 next to his that was a
“dusty” 91 ZR-l which had less than 10,000 miles. Of course discussion ensued by those who
either guessed they knew whose it was or those who wanted to know if it was for sale. My
own not expressed thoughts were, “it’s a C4”.
Rick and Kent discussed the prospects for one of his infamous calendars for 2021. Rick was
astounded to learn that Kent has it together already! A head count, or rather a hand count
was taken to determine how many Kent needed to print. If your hand was not raised in our
virtual meeting because you were not there, ahem, Roy Ester, and you would like to have one
of Kent’s talked about calendars, let Kent or Rick know you need one.
There was discussion about Stan Schield’s collection, which by the way will be on Kent’s
calendar, but it turned into a squabble about who is first in line to get one of his vehicles.
Order the calendar so that you can see why it is an issue between these unnamed individuals.
Dave commented that John Jones was working on a judging session on Quadra Jet carburetors,
similar to the one done a few months ago on Holleys by Dave and Rick. When John was
pressed by a board member as to when he would be ready to present it, his response was
typical of one whose feeling that the meeting was nearing its end! Stay tuned if your interest
is in Quadra Jets and to see if John’s demeanor is in control by then.
Dale thought it would be good to record our presence in this virtual, so asked us to pose for a
picture. Try to guess who is hiding behind his bird. And I don’t mean to infer an off-color sign
or picture, it was his bird! Who does that? Oh, I already asked you to try and guess the answer to that question!
(Continued on Page 13)
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Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Jim Coote, Secretary

(Continued from Page 13)

Due to a conflict with a Judging Session being put on with a club in Ohio and our January monthly
meeting, it was decided to move ours to 11 AM. That notice will be in our next newsletter in
case you have a memory loss or missed this meeting. If you are wondering why a meeting
928.3 hours away causes a conflict with a Kansas meeting, check your NCRS points
accumulation towards becoming a Master Judge. Or, maybe check those who are close to
improving their stature in our club!
Dallas informed us that our former Judging Chairman, Tracy Crisler, has sold his 1963 hardtop
roadster to someone in Salina. The purchaser, a friend of John Rupright, a member of our
club, and Dallas and Kerri helped remove the body from the chassis after it got to Salina.
Some of you will remember going to Tracy’s shop years ago to enjoy watching him start up his
overhauled engine on his beautifully completed frame. One of the remembrances I have is
watching it overheat and spewing coolant all over the hood of my just professionally detailed
truck! My truck was parked closely to his frame because his battery needed some help from
mine in order to start. Oh the memories!
As you can tell, the tail end of our meeting developed into “coffee talk” around the office cooler.
In other words, Rick could have ended the meeting before 11:00 AM, but guess he assumed
all but John Jones was enjoying the conversation. All this is to say the meeting ended at
11:00 AM.
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Midway USA Calendar of Events - 2020

GOOD RIDANCE 2020
2021
Jan 9

Virtual Judging School (Heart of Ohio) Wheels Part 1

Jan 9

Virtual Chapter Meeting Note: Time Change 11:00 am

Feb 6

Virtual Judging School (Heart of Ohio) Wheels Part 2

Feb 13

Chapter Meeting

Feb 18-20

Florida Regional — Lakeland, FL Cancelled

Mar 13

Chapter Meeting

Apr 10

Chapter Meeting

May 8

Chapter Meeting

May 13-16

Arizona Regional — Scottsdale, AZ

Jun 5

Midway USA All Corvette Car Show??????

Jun 10-12

Heartland Regional — Cedar Rapids, IA

Jul 10

Chapter Meeting

Jul 18-23

NCRS National Convention — Palm Springs, CA

Aug 14

Chapter Meeting

Sep TBA

Adirondack Regional — Latham/Albany, NY

Sep 11

Chapter Meeting

Oct 9

Chapter Meeting

Oct 21-23

Texas Regional — Frisco, TX

Nov13

Chapter Meeting

Midway USA Tune Up
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Chapter
Events
Schedule
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Date ___________

NCRS Member # _______

National Corvette Restorers Society

Midway USA Chapter of NCRS
http://www.midwayusancrs.org

Membership Application
Member ______________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________

City: _______________________________

State ___________ Zip: __________ - ______ Email: _________________________________
Home Phone ________________ Mobile _______________
List of Corvettes:
Year

Color

Style

Additional Comments for Corvette

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

Restoration Experience (if any) _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS in Wichita, KS
promotes the enjoyment, preservation and restoration of Chevrolet Corvettes.
We meet the 2nd Saturday of each month, 9:00 a.m. at Davis-Moore Chevrolet 8200 West Kellogg.
The National Corvette Restorers Society is a non-profit hobby group of thousands of families dedicated
to the restoration, preservation, history and enjoyment of Corvettes. Membership in the National
Organization is required in order to join local chapters. Below is the website for the National Organization.
The NCRS has organized Local Chapters around the world. Local Chapters provide the opportunity to
meet NCRS Members in your region who share your love of Corvettes and the restoration and enjoyment
of these fantastic cars. Chapters hold local events such as Judging Meets, Judging Schools, Road Tours
and occasional social events.
If you wish to get the total NCRS experience you need to belong to one or more Local Chapters. The
NCRS membership is made up of people who join for the cars and continue for the wonderful friends they
have made. The easiest way to be part of that experience is through membership in Local Chapters.
Chapter Membership Dues:
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS ($25.00) __ Check # ____
Cash ______
Nat’l NCRS Membership is Required. Register by Internet http://www.ncrs.org/services/membership
Nat’l NCRS Membership is $50.00
Register by Phone (513) 760-6277
Mail this application and check written to Midway USA Chapter NCRS:
Dallas Keller - Midway USA Treasurer
13502 W. Rolling Hills
Wichita, KS 67235-8230
(316) 200-4125
Midway USA Tune Up
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